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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
cc: H.R.H. Prince Philip Lord High Admiral
cc: H.R.H. Princess Anne, The Princess Royal
cc: Sophie, Countess of Wessex, Lord High Steward
cc: H.R.H. Prince Edward, Duke of Palmyra, Joint Intelligence Chief
cc: Court of St. James
cc: Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P.
Housekeeper for Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: Rt. Hon. Michael Gove, M.P.
Crier for Christ
cc: U.K. Parliament, Court(s), Tipstaff and Police
Special Attn: Reading Crown Court, Police
cc: His Excellency George W. Bush
Duke of America in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: His Excellency Donald Trump
Governor General of America
for the Duke of America in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
His Excellency Barack Obama
Governor General of The North
for the Duke of America in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
His Excellency John Forbes Kerry
Governor General of The Governor General of The South
for the Duke of America in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI
cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
cc: Commander Swiss Guard
cc: His Excellency Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin
Duke of Russia in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: His Holiness Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and All Russia
cc: Metropolitan Hilarion of Volokolamsk, head of the Moscow Patriarchate’s department for
external church relations (DECR)
via Russian Ambassador
cc: His Majesty King Felipe VI of Spain
Duke of The Rock in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: Queen Rania of Jordan
Duchess of Jerusalem in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: The Newspaper of Record
Open Letter
Amicus curiæ
08 December 2016
May it please Your Majesty,
In the name of YHVH, Truth, Our Lord Jesus Christ, greeting!
Mahakali appears a Kamakshi, Goddess of Love, with her green parrot all in a flap,
squawking, “keel-i-keeli-kilikilikill”. A plot is brewing, we reasoned, in Admiralty, and we
have sent messages by a certain channel #ChaChaChallenge! to one of Your Majesty’s
Dukes who has taken steps for further Sovereign Decisions by Your Majesty.
As the consequences of Your Majesty’s Sovereign Decision(s) become manifest in the world,
we have interceded with YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha for Your Majesty.
The ‘dodge’ of the treasonous Judiciary to Parliament has ‘backfired’ by the grace of
Mahakali, whose sing-song message was received by the cognoscenti and manifest as a
London double-decker bus with its backside on fire.

Andrew Hopkins, the Thames Valley policeman, appears to have trouble reading words in
English and following the Rule of YHVH in England.

His Excellency George W. Bush
Duke of America in Her Majesty's Commonwealth
Wed Dec

7 21:40:02 GMT 2016

Dear George W. Bush,
We have just received a call from Michael's nephew Jerry from Bracknell
in the County of Berkshire that three plain clothes policemen arrested
Mike about one and a half hours ago. They identified themselves as
police after they "jumped him".
Wed Dec

7 21:51:07 GMT 2016

We have just received word that he is at Lodden Valley Police Station in
Reading, Berkshire, and that they plan to bring him to Reading County
Court in the morning.
We have contemplated the following before YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha!
Ye are authorised to use necessary force to slay or shoot dead all those
involved and to blow up their 'courts'. Ye shall free the living man
known as Michael Burke at once, no military, police, corporate
arseholes, bars, priests, etc., etc., withstanding.
There is no judicial or other immunity. It is our wish that ye convey
this escalation to Her Majesty at once.
We send our love to YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha for Her Majesty The Queen
and for thee!
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
On 12/07/2016 04:24 PM, Court of Record wrote:
> His Excellency George W. Bush
> Duke of America in Her Majesty's Commonwealth
>
> Wed Dec

7 15:12:38 GMT 2016

>
> Dear George W. Bush,
>
> Did you know why Noah was given his name?
>
> What does thou say when ye suddenly "get it"?? Thou says AH!
>
> What does thou say when ye have to tell someone to urgently cease and
> desist, I do not agree?

Thou say NO!

>
> Those are some of the oldest "sounds" in the English language. What did
> Noah do when he brought the ark to safety? He 'sacrificed' some animals
> to 'give thanks' to God. NO AH! you fuckwit, I asked you to *save*
them!
>
> Mahakali has spoken a parable about David through Michelangelo. Ye know

> how 'bulls' are slaughtered for their meat, while cows are kept around
> for their milk. Jesus, a bull, gave His life that thou might eat. So
> does Jesus every day, for He is none other than Shiva, whose "Bull"
> Nandi, gives his life that thou may eat.
>
> So when Michelangelo commanded his "lifelike" statue of David to
> "Speak!" and then in anger struck his knee, several parables were
spoken
> to the Romans who "seeing they could not see".
>
> 1) Michelangelo and the Romans failed, like Noah, to see that the plate
> of beef they were about to eat was Jesus' flesh.
>
> 2) They continued tearing apart Bulls thinking that the failure of
> Caesar to consult his Haruspex was his only fault.
>
> 3) YHVH is 'speaking' thy 'bull like body'. Ye got angry and struck the
> knee of a marble statue. Art thou an idiot? Canst thou not see why
Egypt
> fell to ruin because of 'idol worship'?
>
> 4) Ye have constructed a "Hall of cunts" ... an ode to the Goddess. Do
> thou treat the living women thou meet as 'Goddess'?
>
> 5) Cow of Heaven ...
>
> ... "Silence is eloquent speech" - Sri Ramana Maharishi
>
> Noah is my son. Michelangelo is my son. Jesus is my son. Hitler is my
> son. Aleister Crowley is my son. Gen Mattis is my son.
>
> Jesus AH!
>
> We heard testimony last night that that idiot constable Andrew Hopkins
> of Thames Valley Police, had violated Michael's home once again with
> threats to his wife. Apparently he cannot see how our letters have any
> effect. He needs a visceral experience, for words cannot help him.
>
> The effect on Bercow and that idiot from Hollywood, Bertolucci, is in
> the news. Ye already have the link re Bercow, here is the one re
> Bertolucci following his "non consensual service of process":
>
> http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4002550/Last-Tango-Parisdirector-non-consensual-rape-scene-row-says-actress-DID-know-violentscene-didn-t-know-Brando-use-butter.html
>
> "Mad Dog" Mattis
>
> He is my son too! Some of what he has said amount to being 'names of
> God', as may be found in the Vishnu Sahasranamam. For example, "Slayer
> of sweetness, Madusudhana". Madhu = honey, sudhana = slayer.
>
>> 'I
>> you,

come in peace. I didn’t bring artillery. But I’m pleading with
with tears in my eyes: If you f***with me, I’ll kill you all.'

>
>> "Fight with a happy heart"
>
> - Gen. Mattis
>
> "Thou shalt not challenge YHVH in Admiralty" ... This idiot Policeman,

> Andrew Hopkins, and that idiot solicitor Doug Frame and his client
> Alexis Argent, need such a "non consensual service of process".
>
> Alexis beat his father in his own home to start this "contest in
> Admiralty". This request for service of process has been discussed with
> Keir. Equality before YHVH is not a theoretical phenomena.
>
> Field Marshall General Cariappa
>
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kodandera_Madappa_Cariappa
>
> By the grace of Mahakali, we know the following:
>
> His son fought in the India-Pakistan war and was captured by the
> 'enemy', who subsequently sent a message to the other side saying how
> they were giving special treatment to his son. He sent them a message
> back saying that they are to do no such thing and that his son must be
> treated the same as the other captured soldiers, "they are all my
sons".
>
> Thou art to contemplate Lakshmi Narasimha and put a team together under
> thy Governor General of America headed by Gen. Mattis for such "non
> consensual service of process".
>
> It is our wish before YHVH as Krishna that thou have those we have
named
> above, served immediately with a "non consensual service of process"
> regarding High Treason under the 1351 Treason Act, with resources at
thy
> immediate disposal. Thus YHVH shall reveal their destiny with regards
to
> the "unlimited" penalty for High Treason.
>
> It is our wish before YHVH as Kamakshi, that thou inform Her Majesty of
> this "act of Love", or "kama". Her Majesty surely has a longer list of
> idiots who must thus be served. Gen. Mattis shall have them served. Our
> list has The four "horsemen" Cardinals, the Cunts of Malta, top bankers
> and judges, etc., as a suggestion to Her Majesty.
>
>> One of the names in this text is "Kamakshi" which means "She whose
>> eyes awaken desire, or She who has beautiful eyes".
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kamakshi
>
> Mahakali, YHVH in Her Active form, has shown us that even now, there
are
> those working to take this 'Sovereign Decision' and use it to their own
> advantage. The examples in the news regard HMS Illustrious and the
farce
> in the High Court.
>
> Thou must not make the mistake that a 'Sovereign Decision' means all
> will listen. This is the very root of the problem faced by YHVH since
> Noah! It is the difficulty that the Popes have faced, as exemplified by
> the "infallible" decision of the then Pope in 1870 regarding the Roman
> Question.
>
>> According to Raffaele De Cesare:
>>
>> The Pope's reception of San Martino [10 September 1870] was
>> unfriendly. Pius IX allowed violent outbursts to escape him. Throwing

>> the King's letter upon the table he exclaimed, "Fine loyalty! You are
>> all a set of vipers, of whited sepulchres, and wanting in faith." He
>> was perhaps alluding to other letters received from the King. After,
>> growing calmer, he exclaimed: "I am no prophet, nor son of a prophet,
>> but I tell you, you will never enter Rome!" San Martino was so
>> mortified that he left the next day.
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_question
>
> We must recall how, at that time, America was a wilderness and it took
> weeks to cross the continent. There were no aeroplanes. Crossing the
> Atlantic was easier.
>
> We send our love to YHVH as Kamakshi for thee!
>
> Yours faithfully,
> Joseph Ray Sundarsson
> Special Master

“Last Tango In Paris director in 'non-consensual' rape scene row says actress DID know how
violent scene would be - but didn't know Brando would use butter” ... lyin' won't help the
LORD forget about the chocolates.
“James Bond”, says Mahakali, and shows a sequence of images and sings a song. She shows a long
ear of corn, gesticulating as to what ye would say for this; She then feeds the corn to a pig, the pig
having relished its meal shits; the pig shit then goes into a “gobar” bio-gas sack. She then takes
another long ear of corn, from which a lightning bolt issues forth and lights a gobar gas barbecue;
She then cooks pork and sausages, seasoned with onions, as She sings, “ Poo roo oooh 'n jee ko o
oo o oh ... Thee ee ee ka a aa ah keh lae ae ae eh ga deh Bah thee Ha Chi sss bae kooo ooo oooh!”.

It may be difficult for Andrew Hopkins to trace the connection between this song by
Mahakali, “The unlikely bromance between House of Commons Speaker John Bercow
(pictured) and Frank Warren, the boxing promoter, seems to be flourishing”, and the vote in
the House of Commons regarding “Brexit”, but we are sure some of the eleven Judges will
have the brain power to figure it out.
There are more dots to connect, including but not limited to the fires in Israel, “fickle”
Netanyahu, who “electrified” his electors, who is now seen in a Royal Blue tie; Mahakali has
appeared in the news “without red lipstick” to signify that The African Witch Doctor is dead;
Holy relics have been sent to Moscow; and Tinker Bell cuddles a stuffed frog in space; the
man on Mt. Olympus Peak has stolen the wick of the million suns; etc.
Mahakali has Telegraphed, as it were, “SPANISH CUCUMBERS ALSO GROW IN ENGLISH
GREENHOUSES STOP”. Mega weapon threats do not work when YHVH as Rudra is watching,
plucking cucumbers with his Trident.
The sub-species of cuntiferous maltae of the umaneh family can take note that their special
adaptation for survival is not copyright and patented. So what happened, we asked
Mahakali, who replied with a Vision thus:
She appears in Vision as a little girl with golden hair and with a headband, in whose hand
sits a pet crow. They are standing in front of a mirror and the crow is bobbing its head up
and down, playing “mirror mirror on the wall ... who is the blackest of them all!”. A gingerred cat appears and preens itself, singing, “mee eee ee o owww”.

Listen O’ Israel
The interstices, the space between night and day, the precious minutes of dawn are when
YHVH is worshipped as the return of light, of reason, of discrimination. Astrologers signify
this by the twelfth house, when the sun rises above the horizon, when man must wake up,
perform his ablutions, worship YHVH and listen to His guidance for the day.
Recalling the tale of YHVH as Lakshmi-Narasimha and Adi-Shankara's ode to bring peace,
Your Majesty must contemplate YHVH as hidden in the Roman columns that festoon the
false idols known as HMRC courts and then take the Sovereign Decision(s).
HMS Illustrious is no longer in Portsmouth, we have read. It is at an interstice, on the
threshold, under the watchful eye of the LORD as Lakshmi Narasimha.
A quick call to His Excellency George W. Bush shall confirm Your Majesty’s choices at this
interstice, and that a new Governor General of Turkey in Your Majesty’s Commonwealth,
awaits Your Majesty’s Sovereign Recognition.
Our prior contemplation for Your Majesty and His Holiness Pope Francis regarding the

attempted theft of Philippine War Gold, are published at the links below:
www.courtofrecord.uk/daring-1 and www.courtofrecord.uk/daring-2
Even as YHVH erupted out of the pillars in the legend of Lakshmi Narasimha, at Your
Majesty’s wish, the false idols of the Reading Crown Court (RCC), the High Court(s) at the
Strand, etc., can be demolished. HMS “lusty” Illustrious is at the threshold.
A judgement against the City of London is a Sovereign Decision. We remind Your Majesty of
The Revelation of Saint John the Devine. We have interceded with The Creator as Lakshmi
Narasimha. We believe that the false idols can be safely destroyed without major loss of life.
By the grace of YHVH, personalised Armageddon service is now available.
Christmas is coming, the geese are getting fat, fa la la la lah.
It is our wish before the LORD as Lakshmi Narasimha that the living man known as Michael
Burke is released unharmed at once.
We send our love to YHVH as Lakshmi Narasimha for Your Majesty!
Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
PDF version: fax.courtofrecord.uk/wyW6uUKG
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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Buckingham Palace
London
5

cc
Pope Francis
Holy See
Amicus curiæ
26 November 2013

10

May it please Your Majesty,
In the name of our Immaculate Virgin Mary, Greeting!
It is indeed an extraordinary set of thoughts that have arisen in contemplation that we bring
before Your Majesty, which we believe, requires the most urgent attention at the highest levels.

15

20

We believe that, given the reality of World War II gold from the far East in the Philippines,
the capabilities of modern nations states to create super hurricanes, gold lust that is the mark
of the beasts of War and that HMS Daring, one of the most advanced battleships afloat 1, most
recently in the Philippines, is headed towards port in Japan2, it begs the most serious questions
and possibilities be contemplated.
It addition, it seems beyond doubt that the Fukushima nuclear reactor and tsunami in Japan
were not natural disasters either. A recent hurricane that was sent towards Fukushima
indicates ongoing blackmail of Japanese authorities.
Judging from appearances, it seems that the Captain Angus Essenhigh of HMS Daring does
not look like his spirit sits well with him regarding the orders he has been following3.

25

30

The Defence Secretary Philip Hammond4 has publicly stated his position, contrary to normal
Cabinet Government policy, about leaving the EU. We have reason to believe that the
Department of Defence or other entity inside Britain and/or via Chicago, controls the secret
weapons capabilities of the United States – we speak of the cryptographic keys that control
modern military equipment, leaving no room for operational commanders to countermand
orders due to their conscience or to act of their own accord.
We would suggest that that the Lord High Admiral, Prince Philip take direct control of
all Department of Defence cryptographic keys and order HMS Daring back to England.
We would suggest that all is not well within MI6, the Ministry of Defence and their American
collaborators. In short, we believe, what is going on is undeclared war, under the cover of an
1
2

3
4

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/onthefrontline/9052021/Falkland-Islands-Royal-Navy-packs-consider
able-punch-warns-William-Hague.html
“With HMS Illustrious much better equipped for handling large quantities of aid, HMS Daring now leaves the
Philippines and will head to Japan.”
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-25085241
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-25085168 and other videos show a very worried man.
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-22500121
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“Act of God” followed by “humanitarian” aid, using the Britain as a base to double cross
Britain, without grant of Authority from Your Majesty.
We would suggest a military tribunal directly reporting to the Lord High Admiral Prince
Philip, with military officers of unquestioned loyalty, the Ghurkas for example, be involved in
enforcing the will of Your Majesty and the Lord High Admiral.

40

We would suggest that the board of MI6 be placed directly under Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May
M.P., with all operational decisions subject to her approval.
We would suggest that Crown Temple and Inns of Court, ‘Privy Council’, commissions,
committees must route their paperwork through Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P. before
‘Royal Assent’ of any form is issued.

45

We would suggest a regular meeting be held by the Home Secretary and the Prime Minster
with Your Majesty and that secure, encrypted lines of communication not leased from private
vendors be used whenever telecommunication cannot be avoided.

50

As a result of our recent letter, hand delivered to the Holy See in time for Pope Francis’
meeting with President Putin of Russia, a draft copy which was faxed ahead to Rt. Hon. Theresa
Mary May, M.P., the printed ones which should arrive later today, Tuesday, 26 November 2013
by DHL, we believe that Your Majesty can count on the Russian Navy to accompany HMS
Daring and to conduct “joint exercises” and pay a “goodwill visit” together, straight back to
port in England. We would suggest that the Foreign Secretary make all the necessary
invitations.

55

We have also suggested that President Putin of Russia make available any military or police
assistance that is required.
We also believe that Your Majesty’s government must take immediate steps to suspend all
private security companies and use the Firearms Regulations Act with immediate effect to strip
these entities of their weapons and put Bobbies with only a baton, back on London’s streets.

60
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We would also suggest that all “HMRC” Magistrates take an oath of loyalty to Your Majesty,
with immediate effect, with those who fail to do so, being dismissed. We would also suggest
that all HMRC “court” accounts should be immediately seized and placed under the supervision
of Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May M.P. We suggest that all courts in England and Wales return to
Common Law, with the King James Bible as the foundation immediately, with equality of all
before God’s law, a duty of the magistrate.
We also believe that the Justice Secretary, Christopher Grayling, and the Defence Secretary
Philip Hammond should resign. Episcopal responsibility over these departments, we believe, is
best placed in the hands of Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P.
The study of history indicates that when there is episcopal responsibility, there is
accountability and peace, with fragmentation of authority, meddlers can ensure that things go
on without one soul assuming responsibility. We pray to Our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her
child Jesus to give strength to Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May for the burdens we have placed on
her. We also believe that with this arrangement Prime Minister Rt. Hon. David Cameron is free
to conduct ‘internal’ and external diplomacy.
There has been a sudden upsurge of anti-EU hysteria coupled with “money” flowing in the
direction of UKIP. We do believe that, MI6, GCHQ and so forth, whilst pretending to watch
carefully over all communication, fail to monitor currency and bank account transactions. We
suggest that this lack of oversight must be fixed at once.
We would suggest that Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May M.P., command the powers of the Public
2/3
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Accounts Committee with episcopal authority over these matters, with power to seize banks or
accounts deemed a public security risk.
We would suggest that Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May M.P., also have episcopal oversight over
the Chancellor of the Exchequer and over all banking instrumentalities in the central banking
and retail banking system.

85

90

The possibility of legal idiots planning revolution in England and Wales, cannot be dismissed
lightly. We also recall the fear and intimidation created by the surprise mobbing of Prince
Charles5 and the cutting down of the Gladstonbury Thorn tree6, just before Christmas in 2010,
with repeated desecration ever since.
We would suggest that the Reigning Emperor of Japan be contacted immediately by secure
channels or private envoy for similar duty of care to take place there with all necessary
assistance provided.
We are well aware that, there are those people in the west with hate in their hearts who are
itching to provoke a fight or revolution.

95

We pray to Our Lord Jesus Christ, invoking his Love as the quickest route to Peace, to guide
Your Majesty and loyal servants to take the right decisions, so that all the Children of Our Lord,
all of whom are Your Majesty’s people, are served with a minimum of visible disruption.
Yours faithfully,

100

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
GICOR-ref: HMQ-HolySee/1
cc: Rt. Hon. David Cameron, M.P.

105

cc: Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P.

5
6

newsfeed.time.com/2010/12/10/prince-charles-and-camilla-attacked-by-riot-mob/
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glastonbury_Thorn “It is associated with legends about Joseph of Arimathea and the
arrival of Christianity in Britain, and has appeared in written texts since the medieval period”.
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10

May it please Your Majesty,
In the name of our Immaculate Virgin Mary, Greeting!
We have prayed to Our Merciful Mother, Theotókos, Madonna and Child, to show us that Her
grace of Mercy is with us.

15

20

We placed problems our problems before Our Merciful Mother to seek for the errors in our
understanding of the Holy Bible and also for how the Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ is
non-dual with that of Moses in the Torah. We also wished Her to reveal Her grace in the
context of the dramatic scene unfolding on the ‘world stage’.
We have been shown how a one letter change in recent versions of the Lord’s Prayer is of the
last consequence, for it is the choice between Nietzsche and YHVH, Our Father, the blessed One
who has Mercy with His world.
We have also been shown how the command of Our Lord Jesus Christ to Saint Peter can be
derived from the Old Testament.
The purpose of this letter is to transcribe the stream of reason-principles received into
understanding and suggestions for action by Your Majesty.

25

Recent world news considered for this contemplation
We take cognisance of the recent visit of the Lord High Admiral, Prince Philip to GCHQ
headquarters where, the Telegraph1 informs us, there was an ‘exhibition “commemorating One
Hundred Years of Intelligence and Security”’.
We note the following news items:
1. Prime Minister David Cameron and Chinese Premier Li Keqiang at the “signing
ceremony at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing” overshadows China’s space launch 2.

30

2. Russia and Japan have their first3 “unprecedented diplomatic-defence talks”.
3. Russian army goes East in biggest drill4 “Moscow announced last week plans to hold
1

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/theroyalfamily/10484587/Prince-Philip-visits-GCHQs-secret-London-listening-post.html

2

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10488582/Cameron-visit-overshadows-space-launch-on-Chinese-news.html

3

www.nst.com.my/world/japan-russia-hold-first-diplomatic-defence-talks-1.417723

4

en.ria.ru/military_news/20131130/185169065/Russian-Army-Goes-East-With-Biggest-2014-Drill.html

1/9

joint drills with China and Mongolia in 2014”.
4. Pope Francis expresses closeness to Glasgow after helicopter tragedy 5.

35

5. Pope Francis on Monday received Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister of the State of
Israel, in private audience6.
6. President Putin welcomes Iran nuclear deal7, “conditions have made for it”.
7. French envoy honours Hezbollah lawmakers in dinner reception8.
8. Swiss lawmaker excluded9 from party after saying Israel is 'on path of carbonization'.

40

9. Deflation threat in Europe may prompt investment rethink10.
10. Thousands of pro-EU demonstrators chanting ‘Revolution!’ protested on ‘Maidan’
square in Kiev on Sunday, despite a court-imposed ban on rallies 11.
11. Mysterious online organisation has been setting the world's finest code-breakers a
series of seemingly unsolvable problems 12.

45

… One long, cautionary diatribe, left anonymously on the website Pastebin, claimed to be from an
ex-Cicada member – a non-English military officer recruited to the organisation "by a superior”.
Cicada, he said, "was a Left-Hand Path religion disguised as a progressive scientific organisation” –
comprising of "military officers, diplomats, and academics who were dissatisfied with the direction
of the world”. Their plan, the writer claimed, was to transform humanity into the Nietzschen
Übermensch .

50

"This is a dangerous organisation,” he concluded, "their ways are nefarious.” …
Analysis of the image would reveal another poem – this time from the book Liber Al Vel Legis ,
a religious doctrine by the English occultist and magician Aleister Crowley . …
55

Related news from the past for this contemplation
The publication of the Encyclical Letter Lumen Fidei13
1. The light of Faith: this is how the Church’s tradition speaks of the great gift brought by Jesus. In John’s
Gospel, Christ says of himself: "I have come as light into the world, that whoever believes in me may not
remain in darkness" (Jn 12:46). Saint Paul uses the same image: "God who said ‘Let light shine out of
darkness,’ has shone in our hearts" (2 Cor 4:6). The pagan world, which hungered for light, had seen the
growth of the cult of the sun god, Sol Invictus, invoked each day at sunrise. Yet though the sun was
born anew each morning, it was clearly incapable of casting its light on all of human existence. The sun
does not illumine all reality; its rays cannot penetrate to the shadow of death, the place
where men’s eyes are closed to its light . "No one — Saint Justin Martyr writes — has ever been
ready to die for his faith in the sun".[1] Conscious of the immense horizon which their faith opened
before them, Christians invoked Jesus as the true sun "whose rays bestow life".[2] To Martha, weeping for
the death of her brother Lazarus, Jesus said: "Did I not tell you that if you believed, you would see the
glory of God?" (Jn 11:40). Those who believe, see; they see with a light that illumines their entire journey,
for it comes from the risen Christ, the morning star which never sets.

60

65

An illusory light?

70
5

www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-expresses-closeness-to-glasgow-after

6

www.news.va/en/news/pope-francis-receives-the-president-of-israel

7

www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/12/02/337869/ndeal-definitely-useful-for-all-putin/

8

www.jpost.com/International/French-envoy-honors-Hezbollah-lawmakers-in-dinner-reception-333747

9

www.jpost.com/International/Swiss-lawmaker-excluded-from-party-after-saying-Israel-is-on-path-of-carbonization-following-Geneva-d
eal-333532

10

www.reuters.com/article/2013/11/13/us-investment-deflation-analysis-idUSBRE9AC06720131113

11

rt.com/news/ukraine-protests-court-ban-538/

12

www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/internet/10468112/The-internet-mystery-that-has-the-world-baffled.html

13

www.vatican.va/holy_father/francesco/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20130629_enciclica-lumen-fidei_en.html
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2. Yet in speaking of the light of faith, we can almost hear the objections of many of our contemporaries.
In modernity, that light might have been considered sufficient for societies of old, but was felt to be of no
use for new times, for a humanity come of age, proud of its rationality and anxious to explore the future
in novel ways. Faith thus appeared to some as an illusory light, preventing mankind from boldly
setting out in quest of knowledge . The young Nietzsche encouraged his sister Elisabeth to take
risks, to tread "new paths… with all the uncertainty of one who must find his own way", adding that "this
is where humanity’s paths part: if you want peace of soul and happiness, then believe, but if you want to
be a follower of truth, then seek".[3] Belief would be incompatible with seeking . From this
starting point Nietzsche was to develop his critique of Christianity for diminishing the full meaning of
human existence and stripping life of novelty and adventure. Faith would thus be the illusion of light, an
illusion which blocks the path of a liberated humanity to its future.
3. In the process, faith came to be associated with darkness . There were those who tried to
save faith by making room for it alongside the light of reason. Such room would open up wherever the
light of reason could not penetrate, wherever certainty was no longer possible. Faith was thus understood
either as a leap in the dark, to be taken in the absence of light, driven by blind emotion , or as a
subjective light, capable perhaps of warming the heart and bringing personal consolation, but not
something which could be proposed to others as an objective and shared light which points the way.
Slowly but surely, however, it would become evident that the light of autonomous reason is not
enough to illumine the future ; ultimately the future remains shadowy and fraught with fear
of the unknown. As a result, humanity renounced the search for a great light, Truth itself , in
order to be content with smaller lights which illumine the fleeting moment yet prove incapable of
showing the way. Yet in the absence of light everything becomes confused; it is impossible to tell good
from evil, or the road to our destination from other roads which take us in endless circles, going
nowhere.
A light to be recovered
4. There is an urgent need, then, to see once again that faith is a light, for once the flame of faith dies out,
all other lights begin to dim. The light of faith is unique, since it is capable of illuminating every aspect of
human existence. A light this powerful cannot come from ourselves but from a more primordial source:
in a word, it must come from God. Faith is born of an encounter with the living God who calls us and
reveals his love, a love which precedes us and upon which we can lean for security and for building our
lives. Transformed by this love , we gain fresh vision, new eyes to see ; we realize that it
contains a great promise of fulfilment, and that a vision of the future opens up before us. Faith, received
from God as a supernatural gift, becomes a light for our way, guiding our journey through time. On the
one hand, it is a light coming from the past, the light of the foundational memory of the life of Jesus
which revealed his perfectly trustworthy love, a love capable of triumphing over death. Yet since Christ
has risen and draws us beyond death, faith is also a light coming from the future and opening before us
vast horizons which guide us beyond our isolated selves towards the breadth of communion. We come
to see that faith does not dwell in shadow and gloom; it is a light for our darkness. Dante, in the Divine
Comedy, after professing his faith to Saint Peter, describes that light as a "spark, which then becomes a
burning flame and like a heavenly star within me glimmers".[4] It is this light of faith that I would now
like to consider, so that it can grow and enlighten the present, becoming a star to brighten the horizon of
our journey at a time when mankind is particularly in need of light.
5. Christ, on the eve of his passion, assured Peter: "I have prayed for you that your faith
may not fail" ( Lk 22:32). He then told him to strengthen his brothers and sisters in that same faith.
Conscious of the duty entrusted to the Successor of Peter, Benedict XVI proclaimed the present Year of
Faith, a time of grace which is helping us to sense the great joy of believing and to renew our wonder at
the vast horizons which faith opens up, so as then to profess that faith in its unity and integrity, faithful to
the memory of the Lord and sustained by his presence and by the working of the Holy Spirit. The
conviction born of a faith which brings grandeur and fulfilment to life, a faith centred on Christ and on
the power of his grace, inspired the mission of the first Christians. In the acts of the martyrs, we read the
following dialogue between the Roman prefect Rusticus and a Christian named Hierax: "‘Where are your
parents?’, the judge asked the martyr. He replied: ‘Our true father is Christ, and our mother is
faith in him’".[5] For those early Christians, faith, as an encounter with the living God revealed in
Christ, was indeed a "mother", for it had brought them to the light and given birth within them to divine
life, a new experience and a luminous vision of existence for which they were prepared to bear public
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witness to the end.

Other related news from the past for this contemplation, in the context of all our letters:
1. How five year ‘Medium Term Notes’ were injected into Europe in 200814.
2. Iran cut off from global financial system 15.
3. Iran flies 700 tonnes of gold back from Switzerland 16.

130

4. “David Rockefeller and the looting of Iran”17.
5. Redemption of gold for dollars during the Johnson/Nixon era 18. (France).
6. Haiti earthquake19. (Former French colony).
7. Vietnam war. (Former French colony).
8. Israel’s nuclear weapons history20 (France, UK).

135

The challenge of pretenders to the throne
The pretenders to the English throne, who challenge Pope Benedict XVI and the Holy See are
revealed from even a casual reading of the above items for contemplation.
140

145

What they do not realise is that the sense of superiority schooled into them, is used by the
very people who have run the intelligence services, who operate the fraudulent conversion
system in banking, to plot world revolution and overthrow of God’s law.
They have failed to penetrate the mystery of consciousness. They heed not the warning of
Roger Penrose in The Emperor’s New Mind. Without humility, approaching the Holy Bible with
arrogance, they have failed to unpack this ancient message in symbolic language containing
the deepest insight into Reality.
Insight granted by faith has caught them “red handed”. Their plans now are to use
taxation, colour of law fraud, inability of retail “loan” recipients to “repay” and deflation
caused by the removal of the 5 year MTN notes introduced in 2008, to create panic to fuel
revolution.

150

The deep epistemology of faith
Mathematics is a language and the deepest insights available in theoretical physics,
expressed in mathematics can be translated into natural language.
The deepest secrets have been known to Mankind’s ancient seers, who often encoded their
message for less enlightened generations in symbolic form.

155

Unlike western psychologists “on Earth”, the ancient seers had a deeper insight into the
nature of conscious experience – right down to how space-time, ones body (raiment) and the
world (garden) blooms from within.

14

www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201212/ldhansrd/text/120216-0002.htm#column_1016

15

finance.yahoo.com/news/iran-cut-off-global-financial-153919835.html

16

www.iranian-fedaii.de/1-English/250%20tons%20gold%20in%20Iran.html

17

www.veteranstoday.com/2012/12/31/david-rockefeller-the-looting-of-iran/

18

www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-21768668

19

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake
www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/12/haiti-earthquake-recovery-2013_n_2451267.html

20

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_weapons_and_Israel
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The Keystone of Reality in the Lord’s prayer
6:9 After this manner therefore
pray ye: Our Father which art in
heaven, Hallowed be thy name.

9 Pray then like this:

“Our Father in heaven,
hallowed be your name.
6:10 Thy kingdom come, Thy will 10 Your kingdom come,
be done in earth, as it is in
your will be done,
heaven.
on earth as it is in heaven.
11
Give us this day our daily
6:11 Give us this day our daily
bread,
bread.
12 and forgive us our debts,
6:12 And forgive us our debts, as
as we also have forgiven our
we forgive our debtors.
debtors.
13 And lead us not into
6:13 And lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from temptation,
but deliver us from evil.
evil: For thine is the kingdom,
and the power, and the glory, for English Standard Version (ESV)
ever. Amen.

9 “This, then, is how you should
pray:
“‘Our Father in heaven,
hallowed be your name,
10 your kingdom come,
your will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven.
11 Give us today our daily bread.
12 And forgive us our debts,
as we also have forgiven our
debtors.
13 And lead us not into
temptation,
but deliver us from the evil
one.’
New International Version (NIV)

King James Version (KJV)
160

165

A comparison of popular bible translations
The Lord’s Prayer (Gospel of St. Matthew 6:9-13)
The most important change that has occurred since the King James Version, is this change
from “in Earth” to “on Earth”. The first can only be understood as the transmutation of the
Earth element, the second features planet Earth and is the materialistic, Newtonian,
Copernican, mechanical world view of Nietzsche and modern intellectual atheists.
Newton’s Apple and Moses’ Stone
The Earth element “of conscious experience”, which the discursive language of today may
be translated as ‘experience of solids”. However this does not convey the correct
understanding.

170

All of us have experienced at some point in our lives, bending under a low overhang, say in a
stone cave, and standing up too soon. The resulting concussion, when one goes “ouch”, is an
experience of the Earth element. This momentary experience of pain, the experience of
‘solidity’, continues after the event, as the sore spot on our head as a result, the concussion
trauma, goes through its healing stages. This is the Earth element of conscious experience.

175

A experience of the “fire” element, by getting burnt, for example, results in the similar
prolonged agony of the Earth element of our conscious experience.
The “keystone of reality”, the Kingdom of Heaven, within us, is what unfolds as the space-time
sequence of the “æther” element of conscious experience.

180

This is the key to the acausal nature of reality, which is the secret of miracles, the practice of
continuous forgiveness (forgive vs forgiven), (this day, meaning the ever present now, vs today)
the correct acknowledgement of Our Father, the Intellectual Principle of Man (Our Father which
art in heaven vs Our Father in heaven).
Without the correct epistemology and ontology, grounded in living experience, one cannot be
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185

said to have examined the evidence, no matter how accurate the description of the “on Earth”
phenomena are, based either on ‘experiment’ or on ‘theories of physics’, for the root of their
epistemology is not referenced back correctly to the all important observer of the field of
knowledge. This is to say what David Hume said regarding Matters of Fact and Relations of Ideas,
which we have unfolded in our Garden of Eden diagram.
The NIV goes as far as to plant the suggestion that One is evil.

190

195

In Latin, the phrase is libera nos a malo, must be seen in the context of the Nicene belief that
there is not one iota of difference between Our Lord Jesus Christ and Our Father which art in
heaven, means that evil creeps in when this is forgotten. We have shown this test to be the
same as Adi Shankara’s insistence that evil creeps in when a distinction is made between the
individual soul (Atman) and YHVH, Our Father (Brahman). In other words malo, evil, which is
bad ignorance, is the non-recognition of nonduality. Recognition is continuous remembrance
resulting in ever-present recollection of one’s divine identity.
All this is compressed into one letter in [earth] versus on [earth], resulting in a mechanistic
‘civilisation’ where computers are used to apply the mechanics of the mathematics of violence
unleashed by relativistic-quantum-electrodynamics whilst ignoring the witness, the observer.

200

205

210

215

Today’s military men and the scientists behind them represent the worship of ‘idols of
stone’, the glorification of stone throwers, even if the ‘stones’ are invisible shaped wave forms
called solitons, the basis of weapons that are indistinguishable from ‘Acts of God’.
These newer translations leave out the fact that all Power and Glory (‘wormhole’ into Reality
within) belongs to the Almighty One, Our Father, which art in heaven, within, which is how the
King James Bible translators expressed the Power that flows from the Intellectual-Principle of
nonduality.
This fleshy, earthly body of ours, is continuously indebted to Reality within, it is the
continuous forgiveness by YHVH of our ignorance of nondual Reality which is what is expressed
as God’s law that lets us draw our next breath, our debt in God’s substance, to YHVH. With our
identity rooted in YHVH, Our Father, we must therefore forgive debtors, those ignorant of this,
the vast majority of mankind, for God’s substance is there to sustain His people, for YHVH, Our
Father, clothes them with raiment, their skin covered body and feeds them, with every breath.
It is this invocation of the Intellectual Principle of Man in the Ground of Being within, which
allows for ‘miraculous’ spontaneous rearrangement of the manifest image in Earth, the essence
of “Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in
earth, as it is in heaven.”
We examine the nature of “Thy will” subsequently21.

220

225

It is the wanton ignorance of these followers of Nietzsche, who refuse to examine the
evidence of their conscious experience, who refuse to study the symbolic language of the
ancient seers, who refuse to undergo spiritual discipline grounded in the Decalogue, that
creates the violence propagated by highly intellectual victims, plugged in to the corporate
‘Borg’, managed by those less intelligent but more ruthless than them – the ancient folly of
failed civilisations.
For example, Professor Richard Dawkins would be shocked to learn how his promotion of
atheism is being used, and how such atheism has been used in the revolutions of the past
century. This ‘atheism’ religion of Nietzsche, is used to propagate the overthrow of western
‘civilisation’, the civilisation of the intellectual elite that he is representative of, by those more
brutal, greedy, ignorant, “corrupt” and stupid than he.
21

This footnote in the draft is to say “God willing”, as it has not been typed yet.
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230

We suggest that this Reality be put before those in charge of the destiny of our civilisation,
especially, for example, the military tribunal we have suggested and those in GCHQ and MI6.

235

We also suggest that the military tribunal reporting to the Lord High Admiral, Prince Philip,
use this as a test, the capacity to know the difference between “in earth” and “on earth”, as
a test of loyalty to Your Majesty. We suggest that those who fail the test, especially after a kind
explanation, are legal idiots before the Almighty One, tyrants from whom no good can come
and must be removed from duties that obstruct the path of peace.
We also suggest that only the King James Version of the Holy Bible be used in English
language service in all denominations of the Church.

Lessons without ‘mumbo jumbo’
240

Those of a highly intellectual nature, can access this timeless wisdom, which is unfolded in
the Notebooks of Paul Brunton.
Nietzsche was a lunatic who rejected Jesus but accepted Socrates, an ascetic who denounced
hedonism, and a firebrand admired by the Nazis.
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/17713

245

250

255

260

265

270

We must recall that a lunatic is rational some of the time. An idiot is one with whom
rational conversation is not possible. We believe that many people, unable to rise to the level
required in a particular field of knowledge, would be idiots in that realm, whilst being perfectly
able to carry on a normal life in other realms, for example, in the mechanistic realm of an
academic or cleric.
The origin in time and early history of the world, the varied phases and permutations of its evolution, are
concerns only for those who believe in causality as an ultimate truth and fact. There is certainly the
appearance of causality in the world , but when enquired into it is found illusory. The notion
seems impossible but Planck has scientifically shown that strict causal sequence does not operate in the
realm of ultimate atomic particles of the physical world.
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/33351

For those in other fields of knowledge than that of Planck, evolutionary biologists, for
example, would have to take the advanced findings of theoretical physics, in good faith. They
would have to believe in the conviction of their friends in that realm, and that they have been
able to transmit that truth to them.
In the life and writings of Paul Brunton can be traced the process of enlightenment,
resulting in a sage grounded in the bedrock of God. The scope and extent of his lifetime’s work
cannot be quickly summarised. We offer a few more selections below:
It may be asked why I insist on using the word “philosophy” as a self-sufficient name without prefixing it
by some descriptive term or person’s name when it has held different meanings in different centuries, or
been associated with different points of view ranging from the most materialistic to the most spiritualist.
The question is well asked, although the answer may not be quite satisfactory. I do so because I want to
restore this word to its ancient dignity . I want it used for the highest kind of insight into the Truth
of things, which means into the Truth of the unique Reality . I want the philosopher to be equated
with the sage, the man who not only knows this Truth, has this insight, and experiences this Reality in
meditation, but also, although in a modified form, in action amid the world’s turmoil .
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/24354
The philosophic outlook rises above all sectarian controversy . It finds its own position not only by
appreciating and synthesising what is solidly based in the rival sects but also by capping them all with
the keystone of nonduality .
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/24698
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It is the joyous duty of philosophy to bring into systematic harmony the various views which mankind
has held and will ever hold, however conflicting they seem on the surface, by assigning the different
types to their proper levels and by providing a total view of the possible heights and depths of human
thought. Thus and thus alone the most opposite tendencies of belief and the most striking contrasts of
outlook are brought within a single scheme. All become aspects, more or less limited, only. None ever
achieves metaphysical finality and need ever again be mistaken for the whole truth. All become clear as
organic phases of mankind's mental development. Philosophy alone can bring logically opposite
doctrines into harmonious relation with each other by assigning them to their proper places under a
single sheltering canopy. Thus out of the medley of voices within us philosophy creates a melody.
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/24708

275

280

285

The intimate association of Eastern thought with Western culture, of ancient wisdom with modern
knowledge, will give to each element a new and broader meaning while blending and harmonizing all of
them. Philosophy combines in a truly catholic manner those elements of truth which are present in
all these teachings but without any of their errors, absurdities, and archaic limitations.
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/24713

290

The history of truth is an international one. It is from and for all the peoples of the world .
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/24718

We suggest that printed copies of the Notebooks of Paul Brunton 22 be made available to
those souls who guide the destiny of mankind, for they are a complement to the ideas and
language set down by Moses and Jesus Christ.
295

It is our joyous duty to reclaim the ancient dignity of the English language, the Torah and
the Gospel of Our Lord for Your Majesty and the Bishops of Rome.

Moses the Master of Time …
[Minute notes to draft v0.3 as of 4 December 2013, 18:35 GMT, 19:35 Rome]
[Holy Father Francis,
300

Ave Maria!
we are sending this draft ahead to Your Holiness as we are sure that it already represents the nourishment of
Our Mother’s grace, a refreshment for thirsty Children of Our Lord.

305

310

315

320

The next section, we plan to unpack from Genesis 30 … which shows how Joseph, the son of Israel, the
embodiment of a man of God ruling on behalf of the Pharaoh, deals with a famine, testing his brothers,
arresting them ‘as spies’ to prove their brotherhood, the return of gold and silver along with grain, the failure
of money, etc.
The parallels are striking, down our current intervention on behalf of YHVH, Our Father and the acceptance of
such rule, the spiritual famine in the West, the failure of money. … Moses has outlined many of the steps for
‘Global Settlement’ … The process is summarised so succinctly in Jesus’ command to Peter: “feed my
sheep”, which is the implicit explanation of Genesis 47. Guidance for the spiritual famine of today, which
threatens to create a man made real famine, is available in Genesis 43 … 50.
We would suggest that steps be taken immediately to shut down the Internal Revenue Service of the United
States and Inland Revenue in the United Kingdom. We suggest that there are many people involved in recent
drama, and for anyone in any ‘taxation’ authority, be placed on leave with reduced pay. There are sure to be
some who must go on vacation without modern communication. We suggest that the impending failure of the
budget in the United States be used to dismiss all tax gathering personnel in all countries on an as soon as
possible basis with announcements to the general public to follow. This means now, now, now!
We take cognisance of the fact that Your Holiness has instituted time cards at the Vatican, which is to say that
Your Holiness is confessing the difficulty that “fine temporal distinctions are lost” in the Latin romance
languages...
We see that YHVH, Our Father has set up a set of circumstances that ensures that the virtue of timeliness shall
22

The entire sixteen printed volumes are available online: www.courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks.
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manifest … and that men and women shall do the duty that they have been paid to do (writ of mandamus). The
mass of karma in motion requires constant vigilance, the failure to act in a timely manner is literally measured
in blood, as this is the consequence of the mass of karma in motion.
325

The authority we have granted to the Housekeeper of Her Majesty’s Commonwealth of Nations to settle Bills of
Exchange (see Genesis 47:17, “in exchange”) is available to silently offset panic caused by MTN notes in the Euro
banking system or for bondholders of any sort or for ‘social security’. Legal idiots can be endlessly amused
with virtual reality as they already are. The common man is to be relieved of the tedium – he is to be relieved
of any and all causes of ‘revolt’. Getting rid of taxes completely is a good start.

330

It is difficult for one “rich legal idiot” to eat ten dinners all at once.
This time there is no need to use subterfuge and UN officials and exemptions to do what is right and proper in
the eyes of YHVH, Our Father, the blessed One who has Mercy with His world.]

Yours faithfully,
335

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
GICOR-ref: HMQ-HolySee/2-Draft-v0.3
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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
cc: H.R.H. Prince Philip Lord High Admiral
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Open Letter
Amicus curiæ
11 December 2016
May it please Your Majesty,
In the name of YHVH, Truth, Our Lord Jesus Christ, greeting!

E x odus 32, M a t t he w 21: 12-13
Tre a son A c t 1351
References:

courtofrecord.uk/Treason-QBD
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c ourt of re c ord. uk / US -E l e c t i on-C a nc e l l e d
c ourt of re c ord. uk / L ords-6
‘Readme’ posted to www.courtofrecord.uk

He r M a j e st y Que e n E l i z a b e t h [I I ]
M a g i st ra t e
Hi s Hol i ne ss P op e F ra nc i s
Lord Keir Arg ent, Plaintiff
Michael Burke, Plaintiff & Bailiff
vs
World Bankers, Judges, Priests, Shrinks,
Bureaucrats, Politicians, UN, UK, EU, et al.

Whereas the World and England are ruled by the Law of YHVH, which overcame the Roman
Caesar by a conquest of righteousness by the grace of Jesus Christ, YHVH in the flesh, by
whose Crucifixion it is seen that it is High Treason to contemplate the death of Your
Majesty, which is witnessed in the 1351 Treason Act; and
Whereas this Court of Record of YHVH is conducting an inquiry into High Treason to Your
Majesty and the Bishop of Rome; and
Whereas The Queen’s Bench Division Magistrates are no longer available to Your Majesty’s
loyal English subjects; and
Whereas the said The Queen’s Bench Division Magistrates have been served by this Court of
Record of YHVH on Friday 21st October by “placing all documents on the floor and spit upon
the ground” in the Master’s gallery; and
Whereas the lawfully appointed Bailiff of this Court of Record of YHVH, the living man
known as Michael Burke in the County of Berkshire has been unlawfully kidnapped by
plainclothes policemen as a challenge in Admiralty and contempt of the Common Law; and
Whereas the “Judges” of England and Wales are unable to produce their Oath to Your
Majesty as required by Law; and
Whereas such “Star Chamber” courts are illegal and pernicious and the said Judges do
commit High Treason by operating such corporate Nisi Prius courts of no authority;

Habeas corpus - to the Lords of the Realm
In the name of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Our Sovereign Lady, Queen of England and
Wales and Her Majesty’s realms, Defender of the Faith, representative of Christ and St.
James in Her Majesty’s realms;
We command you, the Noble Lords of Her Majesty’s realms, that you have the body of
Michael Burke detained in Her Majesty’s Prisons under your custody, as it is said, together
with the day and cause of his being taken and detained, by whatsoever name he may be
called or known, in Her Majesty’s Court of St. James before Her Majesty in public court, at a
venue pleasing to Her Majesty, no later than the 12th of December 2016, to undergo and
receive all and singular such matters and things which Her Majesty’s said Court shall then
and there consider of in this behalf; and have there then this Writ.
We send our love to YHVH for Your Majesty!
Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
PDF version: fax.courtofrecord.uk/bRMV1rks
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